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1. Introduction  

Flood disasters continue to occur in many countries around the world and especially in Malaysia. In 
the recent years river flooding and accompanying landslides, quite frequently occurred in Malaysia, which 
causes tremendous causalities and properties damage. A sufficiently advanced warning time may save 
lives and properties by allowing time and effect various structural and another adjustment. Early advanced 
warning can be achieved through advances in mathematical modeling [1], [2]. A variety of techniques 
has been developed for flood forecasting which leads to the issue of flood warning system. Artificial 
intelligence techniques have recently been introduced, including the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [3]. Among these models, ANN has been found suitable for 
modeling the river flow, flood water level other than rainfall-runoff process. Moreover, ANN is a quick 
and flexible approach which gives very promising results event with long duration series of time 
forecasting [4]. 
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 Many different Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) models of flood have 
been developed for forecast updating. However, the model performance, 
and error prediction in which forecast outputs are adjusted directly based 
on models calibrated to the time series of differences between observed and 
forecast values, are very interesting and challenging task. This paper 
presents an improved lead time flood forecasting using Non-linear Auto 
Regressive Exogenous Neural Network (NARXNN), which shows better 
performance in term of forecast precision and produces minimum error 
compared to neural network method using Radial Basis Function (RBF) in 
examined 12-hour ahead of time. First, RBF forecasting model was 
employed to predict the flood water level of Kelantan River at Kuala Krai, 
Kelantan, Malaysia. The model is tested for 1-hour and 7-hour ahead of 
time water level at flood location. The same analysis has also been taken by 
NARXNN method. Then, a non-linear neural network model with 
exogenous input promoted with enhancing a forecast lead time to 12-hour. 
Both about the performance comparison has briefly been analyzed. The 
result verified the precision of error prediction of the presented flood 
forecasting model.  
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The design of such a system has been early introduced in [5], three kinds of ANN namely multilayer 
feedforward neural network (MLFN), Elman partial recurrent neural network (Elman) and time delay 
neural network (TDNN) as presented suitable for rainfall forecasting in urban catchment. An empirical 
modelling also called black box modelling has been studied recently in [6], without making many 
references to physical or hydrological process because this is an event-based modelling and applied in 
catchment area. Even though the networks could make forecast of rainfall for one step time of 15 minutes 
ahead. On the other hand, an adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIZ) has been 
successfully demonstrated by [7] for water level forecasting in the next three hours. Furthermore, an 
improved flood forecasting fuzzy inference system based Takagi-Sugeno subtractive clustering method 
has been proposed by [8]. As in [9] provided a fully-online neuro fuzzy model with limited data for flow 
basin forecasting.  

Flood water level forecasting has been presented recently by [10], the feed forward multilayer 
perceptron (MLP) with Cuckoo search (CS) algorithm model could perform better for 2 hour ahead of 
time. Recent studies in Malaysia about disaster risk including floods has been discussed by the researchers 
[11], [12], [13], [14] and [15]. Studied a predictive and comparative analysis of NARX and Nonlinear 
Input-Output (NIO) time series prediction has been recently presented by Philip [16]. Some different 
ANN technique has been discussed over there, and these often addressed for forecasting updating, 
include error prediction thus far is opened issue in forecasting performance. The performance 
requirements for the model can also be defined in terms of the requirements at forecasting point, for 
example, the required accuracy of the forecasts of peak water level, or the lead time provided for surge 
forecasts. Although there was proposed a flood control and optimization technique to investigate the 
effects of multiple uncertainties [17]. The proposed method can provide valuable risk information and 
enable risk-informed decisions with higher reliability. 

Unfortunately few studies has been carried out on forecasting performance [18], [19] to meet these 
requirements. However, these requirements may not always be achievable with the reliable data and 
models, and this needs to be factored into the overall design. It is officially important that forecasting 
performance include lead time and error correction is one of the key design criteria, and may dictate the 
overall design of the model. Despite prior evidence by the researchers [13] and [15], maximum lead time 
can only adjust for 7 hour and the precise of performance not more than 80%. Hence, the aim of this 
work is to provide multi-step lead time flood water level forecasting utilizing the upper-river water level 
station as input employed with NARX and RBF neural network technique. Kelantan River at Kuala 
Krai, Kelantan, Malaysia was selected as Flood Forecasting Point (FFP) in this work. Both of the 
performance comparison and output updating error adjustment is also discussed.  

2. Method 

Flood water level model and forecast are applied to the Kelantan River catchment as shown in Fig. 
1, for predicting flood water level during high flow periods. Kelantan River is located at latitudes 6° 12’ 
N and longitudes 102° 13’ E. Kelantan River is the main river in Kelantan which occupied 85% of Kota 
Bharu, state of Kelantan, Malaysia.  

 

Fig. 1. Flood Forecasting Point (FFP), Kelantan River at Kuala Krai – Malaysia 
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It drains a catchment area of about 12,700 km2 in north-east Malaysia including part of the Taman 
Negara National Park, and flows northwards into the South China Sea with a total population reaches 
± 490,000 people in 2010 [20]. The catchment every year receives average 2,900 mm of rainfall due to 
its subtropical area. 

The real-time water level dataset is obtained from the Department of Irrigation and Drainage (DID), 
Malaysia. These data were collected by their Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. 
These water level include four upper-rivers as shown in Fig. 1 and one FFP considered were collected 
from January 2011 until January 2012. The real-time water level during flood event data in November 
2011 was chosen to evaluate and develop the flood forecast model. Total there were 2880 raw-line data 
used in 15 minutes time interval. The multi-step ahead of time flood forecasting has been evaluated, and 
1 hour, 7 hour and 12 hour lead of time presented in this work. 

2.1. Radial Basis Function Neural Networks 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) is one of the most popular types in neural network that recently became 
a powerful function or tool uses for approximation, modeling and forecasting [1], [15], time series 
prediction [21], RBF as surrogate modeling [22], [23] multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control and 
optimization [24], [25] and classification problem [26].  

The RBF architecture and their input used in this work as has shown in Fig. 2. The network consists 
of three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer.  
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Fig. 2.  The RBF neural network forecasting model 

Here, R denotes the number of inputs, four upstream-rivers water level and one flood water level at 
FFP. While Q the number of output, predicted water level of the Kelantan River at the Kuala Krai at 
time n + T and T will be 1, 7 and 12 hour ahead of time. Equation (1) is used to calculate the output of 
the RBF NN for Q = 1, the output of the RBFNN in Fig. 2 is calculated according to (1). 
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where 𝑥 ∈  ℛ𝑅𝑥1 is an input vector,  ∅ (. ) is a basis function, || . ||2 denotes the Euclidean norm, 𝑤1𝑘 
are the weights in the output layer, S1 is the number of neurons (and centers) in the hidden layer and 
𝐶𝑘 ∈  ℛ𝑅𝑥1 are the RBF centers in the input vector space. Equation (1) can also be written in (2).  

 , ( )Tx w x w 
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where 
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The output of the neuron in a hidden layer is a nonlinear function of the distance given by Equation 
(5). 

 
2 2/xx e  

  

where β is the spread parameter of the RBF. For training, the least squares formula was used to find the 
second layer weights while the centers are set using the available data samples. 

In this research, 2880 data were divided into three parts include train datasets, validation datasets, 
and test datasets. The training datasets were set to 50% simply as 1440 data, and validation data was set 
to 25% which is 720 data sets, and the remaining also 25% then used for testing data. WL1, WL2, 
WL3, and WL4 represents the water level in upstream rivers, while y is represented water level at flood 
location or FFP and ŷ (𝑛 + 𝑇) represents predicted flood water level. 

The training data is the largest data set and used by the neural network to learn pattern present in 
the data and to fit the parameter. While validation data are used to tune the parameter and validate the 
network model. Then, for final check of the RBFNN model, testing samples data were used. Here, 720 
samples data were evaluated to assess the performance and generalization ability of the network model. 
Data normalization [27] is done in this work in order to keep the samples data within the same range, 
noise minimalized, detect trends and flatten the distribution of the variable. These data were scaled 
between -1 to +1.  

This idea can be illustrated in Fig. 3, it shows the models of actual-observed and normalized data. 
These sample data were renormalized back to obtain the actual predicted flood water value at the output. 
The basis function 𝐶𝑘 is set equal to input vector from training data sets, 5. Then 12 number of spreads 
is used in the training process. A large spread implies a lot of neurons required to fit a fast-changing 
function, where a small spread is means less neuron to fit smooth function and the network may not 
generalized well. 

 

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 3.  Flood water level model during high flow periods; (a) actual level and (b) Normalize-based data. 

2.2. Nonlinear Autoregressive Exogenous Neural Networks 

The NARX neural network is derived from a class of discrete-time nonlinear systems, i.e., the non-
linear autoregressive with exogenous input (NARX) models [28]. The model is used to perform a multi-
step ahead flood forecasting in this work, which includes 1 hour, 7 hour and 12 hour lead of time. Actual 
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model of flood at FFP is chosen as exogenous variable in the neural network model. The mathematical 
form of the NARX feed-forward is defined by the expression in (6). 

𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑦(𝑡 − 1), 𝑦(𝑡 − 2), … , 𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑦),   

𝑢(𝑡 − 1), 𝑢(𝑡 − 2), … , 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑢)  

Where 𝑢 (𝑡) and 𝑦 (𝑡) represent the inputs and outputs, respectively, of the network at a discrete 
time step t; 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑦 are the input and output layers, respectively, of the network; and 𝑓 is a nonlinear 

function that is generally unknown and can be approximated by the common feedforward network. The 
outputs 𝑦 (𝑡) are regressed onto previous values of the independent or exogenous input signal, 
improving the convergence time of the network. Each neuron produces an output that is fed back into 
the hidden node, which transforms the non-linear variables into an output that learns the time series 
behavior [28], [29]. 

A total of 2880 data were partitioned into two parts; the first 75% and 25% respectively used for 
training and testing the network. These input series and output series respectively of flood water level 
can be expressed in vector matrix (7) and (8). In which, WL1 (1) represents first water level data in 
upstream river 1 until last (2880) water level data in upstream river 1, river 2, river 3, and river 4. And 
then one flood river location as Flood Forecasting Point (FFP). 

Input series = { [

𝑊𝐿1 (1);

𝑊𝐿2 (1);
𝑊𝐿3 (1);

𝑊𝐿4 (1)

]   [

𝑊𝐿1 (2);

𝑊𝐿2 (2);
𝑊𝐿3 (2);

𝑊𝐿4 (2)

]   [

𝑊𝐿1 (3);

𝑊𝐿2 (3);
𝑊𝐿3 (3);

𝑊𝐿4 (3)

] … [

𝑊𝐿1 (2880);

𝑊𝐿2 (2880);
𝑊𝐿3 (2880);

𝑊𝐿4 (2880)

]}  

Output series = [ 𝐹𝐹𝑃(1)   𝐹𝐹𝑃(2)   𝐹𝐹𝑃(3) …   𝐹𝐹𝑃(2880) ]    (8) 

To represent 1hr, 7hr and 12hr lead of time, a new set of 75% inputs [(N+T)x4] and 25% [(N+T)x1] 
validation output is provided in order to perform multi-step-ahead prediction. These inputs are used for 
doing the forecasting process and validated how good the network was performing by plotting the 
forecasting result with the real outputs of T ahead of time. To begin this process, the input and output 
vector matrices as constructing in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4.  The input and target data vector matrices used in NARX technique 

A normalization function was applied between -1 to +1 as the same analysis in RBF approach. In this 
work, a Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training function [30] chosen in order to optimize the solution. 
The NARXNN architecture with 4 input series and 1 output series respectively represent for 4 upstream 
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rivers water level and 1 water level in the downstream river, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The flood water level 
forecast using NARX algorithm as follows: (1) first, read input data which is water level in four upstream 
rivers and one water river in flood location; (2) defining input and output, four input data and one 
predicted output data; (3) partitioning training and testing data; (4) train data using Levenberg-
Marquardt backpropagation technique then saved the trained neural network model; and (5) predict 
time-step ahead output as test data using trained data. 
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Fig. 5.  Closed-loop NARX Neural Network model 

3. Results and Discussion 

The performance of RBF and NARX network model was evaluated using Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) to measure the differences between estimated river water river output, ŷ (𝑛 + 𝑇) and actual 
reference river water level, 𝑦. It is stated in (9). In order to validate how the networks was performing, 
by evaluating the regression value of forecasted model and the actual water level. The value of best fit is 
calculated according to Equation (10). 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
1

𝑁
∑  (𝐸𝑖 −  𝑅𝑖)

2𝑁
𝑖=1   

𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑡 = 100 𝑥 (
1−𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 (�̂�[𝑛+𝑇]−𝑦[𝑛+𝑇])

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 (𝑦[𝑛+𝑇]−𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑦[𝑛+𝑇]))
)  

where, 𝐸𝑖 is the estimated variable or predicted flood water level, ŷ (𝑛 + 𝑇). 𝑅𝑖 is the reference variable 
or measured water level model, y and N is the total of number of data. It is shown in Fig. 6 that RBFNN-
trained data is used to perform the simulation for 720 validation data.  

 

Fig. 6.  Multi-step T hour ahead of RBF model and actual 
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 To ensure the accurate of the model, 720 data then tested. Unlike RBFNN model, 75% raw-line 
datasets were examined for training process in NARX model. These trained data then employed to 25% 
datasets for testing process. Result of forecasted model using NARX network as shown in Fig. 7. While 
Table 1 shows the performance evaluation and its parameters used in this work. The NARX neural 
network model has shown remarkable achievements in this work. 

 
Fig. 7.  Multi-step T hour ahead of NARX model and actual  

Table 1.  Flood water level forecasting performance result 

Algorithm T ahead (hr) NumCenter ValSpread RMSE BestFit Regression 
 1 5 12 0.0091 98.12% 0.99983 

RBF-NN 7 5 12 0.0891 85.35% 0.99005 

 12 5 12 0.1439 76.95% 0.97518 

 T ahead (hr) NumCenter TapedDelay RMSE BestFit Regression 

 1 10 2 0.0746 87.19% 0.99231 

NARX-NN 7 10 2 0.0842 85.56% 0.98963 

 12 10 2 0.1154 80.23% 0.98358 
 

 According to Table 1, it is can be analyzed that RBF-NN technique able to produce good 
performance indicated by error value and best fit evaluation in examined 1-hour ahead of time. Unlike 
the RBF-NN however, NARX network shows better performance compare with RBF network in term 
of forecasting accuracy and error distribution respectively in examined 7-hour and 12-hour ahead of 
time. Using the default NARX network as 10 neurons and taped delay line is 2, this network able to 
produce 0.1154 RMSE with the best fit 80.23% for 12-hour lead of time flood forecasting. While RBF-
NN can approach the best fit value 76.95%. The results of the correlational analysis are summarized in 
Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8.  12 hour ahead of time both RBF and NARX neural networks model  
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It is also can be observed that the best fit of this network still performs better for more than 80% in 
multi-step ahead of time. In this case, it indicates that the use of NARX network for flood water level 
forecasting provides the most accurate prediction with an error 0.0842 and 0.1154 for 7-hour and 12-
hour time ahead respectively to the actual flood model. However, the RBF network promises a simple 
network structure and elapsed time needed for examining the flood forecasting model. With a constant 
number of neuron and spread value, the RBF network performs with best fit more than 75% precision 
to the actual flood model for 12-hour ahead of time. 

4. Conclusion 

The suitable of non-linear autoregressive networks model with exogenous input in short-term flood 
water level forecasting has been examined in this research. Since the performance of flood forecasting 
model, include the forecasting precision is still in opened issue. Additionally, the radial basis function 
neural network employed in order to compare the reasonably good performance of flood forecasting 
model. Even though performance RBF model fall behind with NARX in term of multi-step lead of time 
forecasting, the RBF network configuration promises a simply model and smaller. Unlike the RBF 
model, NARX shows better performance even for forecasts a multi-step time ahead of flood water level. 
The NARX relatively produce minimum error with 80% highly best fit approximation in examined 12-
hour ahead of time forecasting. Furthermore, numerous input variables such as rainfall-runoff 
information, wind speed and stream flow of catchment can be considered for future work in advance. 
Exploring more possible parameters setting will make the network to learn the pattern movement of the 
numerous data. This makes sense to build a robustness of forecasting model. 
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